
All it takes is just one drop.

> Introducing the Pelican™ 1075 HardBack™ Case: Rugged protection for the iPad®, iPad®2, and netbooks 

3 ft

3 ft

Tested for Impact and  
Submersion to 3 ft.

Interior Dimensions (LxWxD)

11.38” x 8.19” x 1.63”
(28.9 x 20.8 x 4.1 cm)

Exterior Dimensions (LxWxD)

12.38” x 9.75” x 2.13”
(31.4 x 24.8 x 5.4 cm)

Protect your iPad or netbook from  
those heartbeat-skipping mishaps  
with the Pelican 1075 HardBack™ 
Case. Constructed of high strength  

ABS, the 1075 is dustproof,  
watertight, and crushproof.  

The easy open latch remains 
shut under pressure or 

after impact. A built-in 
automatic purge valve 

keeps water and dust out  
while balancing air pressure.

Choose the i1075 model for  
the iPad

®

 or iPad2
®

. Equipped 
with a molded liner that adds 
impact shock protection and  
will not scratch your tablet. Also 
included is an integrated easel  

for hands-free viewing in horizontal  
or vertical position. Storage is  
also provided underneath the  
keyboard for an adapter, cables,  
and earbuds – your 
office on the go!

For netbook  
protection, choose 
the 1075CC with 
a shock absorbing 
liner or the 1075 
that comes with  
the customizable  
Pick N Pluck foam.

Pelican 1075:  
Built in the USA and backed by our  
legendary lifetime guarantee.

    i1075  
Model  
Coming  
Soon



   i1075 Model Coming Soon

iPad® or iPad®2
CAT. NO. i1075 

Pelican™1075 HardBack™ Case interior options 

1075 HardBack™  
Case can be used  
as a portable office 
(shown with iPad® 
interior option) 

Accessory 
Storage
Power cords 
and earbuds  
stow below 
keyboard.

Integrated  
Easel
Optimizes hands 
free viewing  
angles in horizontal  
or vertical positions

Cushion Insert
Unique molded liner protects from  
impact shock yet won’t scratch iPad®

Easy Open Latch
Remains shut under pressure  
or after impact

Netbooks
CAT. NO. 1075CC 
 Netbook Foam Insert
Molded plush shock  
absorbing liner protects  
from impact and won’t  
scratch netbook  
(liner fits most popular  
netbook sizes up to  
11.3” x 8.1” x 1.6”).

Pick N Pluck™ foam
Customizable  
Pick N Pluck™ foam.  
Remove prescored  
cubes to fit  
electronics. 

Removable Shoulder  
Strap included on all  
1075 HardBack™ Case  
configurations

Standard  
Interior
CAT. NO. 1075

Automatic  
Purge Valve
Keeps water and  
dust out while  
balancing air pressure
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Watertight Gasket
Tight seal created  
when case is shut

Accessory
Storage
Power cords
and earbuds
stow below
keyboard
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